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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The kingdom of “Dungeon World” (also known as Doonjunwharl by its residents) is a large 

island nation, bordered by the ocean on four sides and filled in the middle by vast grassy plains, 

jagged mountains, miles of roaring rivers and thick green forests. [Print and show World Map].  

 

This adventure takes places in the central region, the kingdom of Grimspur within the Hamlet of 

Wolfdell, where a band of obnoxious goblin ruffians have taken up residence in a nearby cave 

system and are raiding the local farmers, travelers and citizens.  They need some heroes to save 

them! 

 

The goblins are led by a big meanie named Boss Bogsnob. They have not been here very long, 

and actually stole the hideout from some human ruffians who were formerly squatting there. As 

such, the caves are not as heavily trapped as they could be and their defenses are light.  This can 

easily be adjusted to an easier or more difficult scenario depending on the skill of the players and 

the challenge desired.  

 

 

STARTING THE ADVENTURE 
 

There are 4 ways to start the scenario. 

 

1) The heroes have just arrived in Wolfdell by horseback.  Dirty urchins stare at them curiously.  

Some mothers are crying.  The townsfolk general seem tired, suspicious and grumpy. The heroes 

have just saddled their horses and dismounted when they are approached by the leader of 

Wolfdell, Mayor Burger [Print picture or show on laptop].  Read or paraphrase the following: 



(Mayor Burger’s tags: Fat, sweats a lot, wears fancy clothing, balding and has weird haircut, 

huffs and puffs when talking)  

 

“Hello there, strangers!  My name is Mayor Burger, and I’m the law here in the town of 

Wolfdell.  You seem like strong, brave, adventurous types, well-armed and armored.  We are 

having a terrible goblin problem; there is a nest of them in some caves nearby, stealing our food 

and attacking my citizens.  Can you help me clear them out?  We will pay you with a month of 

free food and lodging, and whatever you find in the goblin lair you can keep!”  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

2) The heroes are lost in the wilderness near the Grimspur Mountains. It is poor weather, and 

they are hungry, tired and seeking shelter.  Maybe a snowstorm is coming.  Maybe a bad 

rainstorm looms.  They want to find a place to sleep where it is warm, dry and safe.  To their 

surprise, they are suddenly approached by a sparkling fairy! [Print picture or show on laptop] 

Read or paraphrase the following: 

 

(Jinny-Jo’s tags: tiny, always moving, talks fast, trickster, prankster, laughter, deceit, magic 

cantrips to make buckles snap and saddles fall off) 

 

“Tee hee hee!  Look at you, silly, I see I see!  I hear there’s treasure in caves up there!  Do you 

wanna find it?  Do you dare?” 

The annoying fairy knows that there are goblins in the caves, but she won’t tell the PCs.  Instead, 

she will lead them willingly into danger just to see what happens, maybe popping up 

occasionally in the tunnels to help them, mislead them, or trick the goblins or something else of 

the DM’s creation.  



 

 

 

 

 

3)  Similar to the first scenario, the heroes have just arrived in Wolfdell.  Maybe they have some 

business here.  Maybe they are looking for work, or gold, or treasure, or just an adventure. When 

they sit down at the inn to have dinner (Area #9, The Last Rest, and make up some fantasy food, 

like roasted plum duck, fire pickles, slug salad, etc), they are soon approached by a shifty 

looking halfling named Shuck Hairfoot.  [Print picture or show on laptop]. Read or paraphrase 

the following: 

 

(Shuck Hairfoot’s tags: chubby, overconfident, shifty eyes, looks around furtively, whispers, 

untrustworthy) 

 

“You’re new in town, ain’t ya?  My name is Shuck Hairfoot.  Tell you what, I happen to know 

where some treasure is, and I even got a map!  But I hear there are a few goblins in this place, 

and I ain’t going in there alone.  If you go with me, I promise we will split the earnings three 

ways?  Whatya say?” 

 

Shuck Hairfoot is a thief and a scoundrel, and although he will help as much as possible (and he 

DOES have a map, Map #1), in the end he will try to steal as much as he can for himself and 

then leave town in a hurry. Shuck has other problems as well, including being wanted by the 

authorities in Stonebrook, Westkeep and Thornburg. He also carries the Eye of Encarla, a ruby 

the size of a chicken egg that belonged in the tiara of Princess Buttercup.  



 

 

 

4) The fourth and final scenario is a combination of the three above:  The heroes arrive in town, 

they are approached by Mayor Burger, they are then approached by the halfling Shuck, and 

finally the three of them en route to the goblin caves meet the fairy Jinny-Jo.  All four scenarios 

wind up with the heroes at the base of the waterfall, the entrance to the goblin tunnels above.  

 

 

 

 

THE GOBLIN DEN 

 
The actual location of the goblin lair is within 5 miles of Wolfdell, anywhere within the vicinity 

of the Grimspur Mountains.  The terrain is alternatively hilly, harsh, chilly, serene, beautiful, 

haunting, mysterious and eerily quiet. When the heroes finally reach the entrance (whether on 

their own, following Shuck’s map or following Jinny-Jo’s dubious directions) they will find 

themselves at the base of a cliff and a high, splattering waterfall  [Print picture or show on 

laptop].  

 

If the heroes clamber up the cliff or find another way to the top, they will see the full map of the 

tunnels as possessed by Shuck.  They will be at the west side of the map on the green grass. 

There are two entrances to the goblin tunnels at Area 1 and Area 8.  Area 1 is guarded by goblins 

with crossbows in Area 2, but Area 8 has its own hazards as well (see below).  A day or night 

infiltration could make an important different for intrepid heroes. Discuss with your players what 

their options are and explain the dangers of each.  

 



 

ENEMIES 

 

Various types of goblins infest the warren, but they can be added or removed at the DMs 

preference.  Suggestions are made for their placement but this is still left to DM discretion. In 

addition to the generic foes there a few specially named enemies, such as Picklenose, the Goblin 

Boss and Irontooth.  They are described under their individual sections when first encountered 

and have vastly different behaviors and tags than their kin.  

 

 

 

 

The basic goblins are the grunts, the worst fighters but also the most numerous.  They take 

orders from higher ranking goblins, but their morale is low and they are easy to rattle. They are 

not very intelligent, articulate or conversational, and might not speak any language except for 

their own guttural goblin tongue.  [Tags: weak, poor aim, cowardly, numerous].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next are the bullgoblins, strange little mutated things that just grunt and snort and make strange 

sounds.  They are slow, ponderous and smelly and tend to stay around water. [Tags: gurgling, 

smell like fish, use spears, amphibious, slow on land]. 

 



 
 

 

 

Thirdly are the goblin elites, the highest ranking warriors, but they are few in number.  They are 

mean, nasty and laugh a lot. [Tags: bloody knife, coordinated attacks, high morale, Guard the 

Boss] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Last but not least are the redcaps, goblins mixed with fairy blood who possess magical powers, 

such as hold person spells, charm spells and invisibility. [Tags: magic axe, spells, chanting, crazy 

eyes!]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TRAPS 

Goblins being goblins, there are several traps in the warren.  In fact, some have been set at 

different times by different goblins of questionable intelligence, so not everyone knows where 

every trap is!  More than one goblin has succumbed to the trap of a so-called ally.  This basic 

scenario features a fairly light assortment of traps, but a DM can feel free to add any number of 

additional pitfalls, tripwires, boulderdrops, rat cages, centipede cages, water cages, etc.  

 

 

 

 



 
 

Area 1) Entrance  

Steep, winding stairs lead 50’ up the cliffside to the wooden door at Area 1. A cave entrance can 

be seen at areas 2, both flanking and looking down on the alcove where the door sits. There is a 

50% chance the goblin grunts in the alcoves are asleep, playing cards, or momentarily distracted.  

If one or both hear any noises coming from the alcove, they will immediately sound an alarm and 

begin peppering intruders with poorly aimed crossbow bolts.   

 

Trap! 

If the door is not properly opened or the trap is not disabled ahead of time, a load of rocks will 

dump onto anyone standing beneath them.  This trap can be disabled. Fortunately, the suspicious 

net and rocks are not terribly difficult to spot from below. 

 

The front door is thick and wooden and otherwise locked by a dropbar on the far side.  Only a 

very experienced thief or a very strong blow can bypass the door, or maybe the goblins can be 

tricked into opening it.  Any commotion though is sure to bring reinforcements. The clamor of 

falling rocks will also bring attention.   



 

 

 

Area 2) Guardposts 

Guardpost A and B both feature a single goblin grunt. If not actively watching the stairway, they 

are napping, eating, playing cards or otherwise preoccupied.  They each have enough 

ammunition for 10 shots.  Both are cowardly, and if injured they will flee deeper into the 

complex.  Both areas feature a brass gong that acts as a warning signal. Furthermore, both Areas 

feature iron bars that prevent access or exit.  The bars can be opened by pulling down on three 

chains in the following order:  1st, 3rd, 2nd, and then the bars will rattle aside. 

 

Trap!  

A tripwire lies across the third step leading down from guardpost 2a. Anyone stumbling over it 

will dump a bladder of slick oil and slide painfully to the bottom of the passage.  

 

Treasure: 20 silver coins, a ruby ring, a leather satchel of sour goat milk, a half-eaten chicken 

leg, a deck of playing cards, brass gong, crossbow and bolts.  

 

 

Area 3) The Central Room 

This area is very dangerous. The goblin boss, Big Boss Bogsnob, sits in here most of the time 

and gives orders to his underlings while chowing down on partially cooked meals.  He is 

attended by 2 goblin elites, 1 redcap, 4 bullgoblins and 6 grunts.  That is 13 enemies plus the 

Boss himself, so this area is heavily guarded.  Anyone managing to get close to this place 

without alerting the inhabitants will hear raucous laughter from many throats.  Boss Bogsnob and 

his minions have captured a unicorn (named Bluebelle) with the magical aid of the redcaps and 

brought it into the complex!  

 
 

The unicorn is tied down with heavy ropes and her legs are chained by irons. The rest of the 

room consists of dark shadows, thick stalagmites and stalactites, cubbies and corners and places 

to hide.  Anyone sneaking has a good chance of maneuvering through this chamber.  The unicorn 



is chained to the north wall behind a water funnel that pours from the ceiling.  Boss Bogsnob and 

some of his crew are eating at the table, throwing bones and grisly leftovers at the unicorn and 

laughing heartily.  

 

Keep in mind that IF the mischievous fairy Jenni-Jo is here, she will be furious at what the 

goblins have done!  She will do anything she can to rescue the unicorn, including some of the 

following options:  dazzling the goblins with light, causing phantom sounds of intruders, 

revealing the location of the heroes as a distraction, enlisting the help of the heroes as an 

addition, turning invisible and using sleep spells on the goblins, etc.  She could harm or help the 

PCs depending on her actions.  

 

One of the elite goblins carries the key to the manacles on his belt.  It can unlock the chains, 

otherwise they can be bashed apart, but this will take several minutes. Bluebelle will only trust 

the fairy and will be unfriendly to the heroes, even though she recognizes them as far less of a 

threat than the goblins (who plan to eat her). If rescued, she will delay only long enough to 

dispatch any goblins in her way and make an escape as quickly as possible.  

 

Any bullgoblins present can access the pool and submerged tunnel to escape through the 

waterfall to Area 7 and Area 8 below.  

 

 

[Big Boss Bogsnob tags: Lazy, skull staff, mithril skirt and hauberk, horned hat, talks loud and 

gruff, bullies everyone, doesn’t enter combat, interposes minions, flees to personal chamber, 

Area 4]. 

Treasure: 10 clubs, 2 short swords, 3 spears, golden chalice with rubies, silver cutlery and plates, 

brass skull staff, nicked Waraxe of Bogsnob (+1 damage), 50 gold coins, 100 silver coins, smelly 

mithril hauberk.    



 

 

Area 4) Bogsnob’s Chamber and Bixby the Talking Head 

Unless the party infiltrates while the Boss is sleeping (DM’s discretion) or he flees during 

combat in Area 3, this room is empty. However, it is locked, and a strange goblin head is 

mounted on the door.  This is actually Bixby, who used to be First Assistant before Picklenose 

got the job by poisoning him. The Boss had his redcap shaman animate the head and mount it on 

his door, something he finds amusing. Bixby talks to himself all the time, whether out of 

loneliness or madness is uncertain.  Perhaps both.  As the heroes creep up the long stairway, they 

will hear a goblin voice singing and crooning in the distance, quite out of key.  The other goblins 

are used to Bixby babbling to himself and won’t think for a second about a conversation between 

he and intruders. Although not technically a trap, it could be considered as such.  

 



  
 

As soon as Bixby spots the PCs, read or paraphrase the following: 

 

“Oh, joy! New guests! Strange looking goblins you are!  Do I know you?  Didn’t I see you down 

by the Bone Heap?  It’s cold in here, my fingers and toes are freezing.  Are yours?  I love a good 

raw squirrel for breakfast.  Do you?  Yummy tummy yummy in my tummy tummy tummy…oh, I’m 

soooo hungry!” 

 

If asked if anyone is in the room beyond, Bixby will answer truthfully.  He will say it is the 

Boss’s sleeping chamber, and he will explain what a nice big soft bed he has, and the quilt is 

made from the furs of at least one hundred different animals.  But if asked if he will open the 

door, Bixby refuses.   

 

“Nope, nope, nope, strict rules.  Only Boss Bogsnob gets in. Or if you got the password.  Do you 

got the password? Or you got some nice squirrel meat to eat?” 

 

The password was hinted at earlier, “Yummy in my Tummy,” but the heroes are unlikely to think 

of this.  The lock can be picked by a decent thief, or it can be battered aside.  The other optional 

means of getting in would be to supply Bixby with hot squirrel meat, although he has no means 

of digestion, it will just drop chewed to the floor, but he’ll allow the door to open regardless.  

Any attempts to bypass the door by force or subterfuge will cause him to call for help, which 

may or may not alert nearby guards.  Alternatively, he can also be gagged, removed, thrown 

away or otherwise silenced.   

 

Inside the chamber are Bogsnob’s finest belongings he has stolen from others, including a richly 

decorated rug, a massive iron-wrought bed, a cedar chest, a barrel of the finest wine, and a fire 

pit filled with smolder coals and perfumed wood.  The cedar chest is unlocked and contains some 

or all of the following items. 

Treasure: Shield of Warding, Wand of Foul Belches, Gloves of Punching and Pummeling, Boots 

of Silly Dancing, 500 gold pieces.  



 

Area 5) Tricks & Traps and Loot & Rats 

The goblins keep some of their favorite loot in this room, including some things they don’t even 

understand how it works!  Regardless of whether a commotion or fight occurred in Area 3, there 

will always be 2 goblins in this area about to open a mysterious chest labeled “Goblin Trap.” 

[Print picture or show on laptop]. They won’t have time to successfully open the trunk, leaving 

that crucial detail to the heroes.  

 

 
 

This is an opportunity for the DM to invent his own particular contents of the mysterious box, or 

to pick and embellish from the following list: 

 Something snarls like a dog and bangs around inside 

 A flute plays a strange, haunting melody 

 A voice says “Let me out, I’m so cold” 

 An artificial goblin-in-the-box springs out, scaring everyone 

 The box is a mimic that grows teeth if the lock is removed 

 A ladder in the bottom of the box leads to a secret place 

 Hundreds, if not thousands of rats swarm out 

 Any 2 of the above 

 

 

Treasure:  Barrel of dried figs, barrel of dried apples, fine tapestries, rare furs, tub of 

watermelons, chest of 1000 copper pieces, 20% chance of a random magical item.  

 

 



Area 6) Filthy Sleeping Chambers 

This is where most of the other goblins sleep; well, the elites, redhats and grunts. The stinky 

bullgoblins sleep underwater in the stream or pond on the lower level.  Picklenose and Irontooth 

have their own chamber separate from the riffraff. The area smells like dirty socks and nasty 

underwear; fleas crawl everywhere and bones from leftover meals rot in the corners.  If anyone is 

brave enough to search they will find the following (like it or not). 

 

Treasure:  Filthy pajamas, 40% blackpox fever, 50% itchy face rash, Rat Totem necklace, Orc 

Tooth dreamcatcher, Bone Knife, skittering cockroaches.   

 

 

Area 7) Chain & Pulley Platform 

The goblins use this chamber to haul up stolen goods from the large chamber below in Area 8.  It 

also doubles as an escape route and a prison.  There is always at least one grunt left in here to 

monitor the pulley, usually two, and to keep an eye on the prisoner(s) they have in a cage on the 

west wall.  Again, the DM is given freedom to invent his own prisoner or pick from the list 

below. 

 Corby, a bedraggled human minstrel they keep around because they like his lute-playing 

 Another goblin named Spugg who has a dripping yellow snot cold 

 A little girl named Ellie from Wolfdell who the Boss is considering for ransom 

 A haughty elf who has only managed to keep himself alive by charming his captors 

 The missing relative of a PC (maybe this is why the PC was in Wolfdell) 

 A dwarf with one bandaged eye recently lost at the hands of his captors.  

 

Treasure:  weapons rack with spears, short swords, and battered helmets.  

 

 

Area 8) Bullgoblin Lair & Picklenose 



[Note that this area does not have a corresponding battle map] 

 

 

 

When the heroes first arrive at the Goblin Den, this is the second of two options they have to 

access the complex. The highest concentration of bullgoblins also lair in here though, and 

unwanted visitors could find themselves swarmed by up to a dozen of the croaking, wet monsters 

at a time.  Those not visible on the banks will be resting underwater near the deep pool.  The 

ceiling here rises 50’ to the cavern roof above.  

 

The bullgoblins have appropriated more than their share of stolen goods and hidden it in the 

bottom of the pool, knowing that Boss Bogsnob and the others will never find it.  Picklenose, his 

recently exiled First Assistant, who resides in the north end of the chamber under a wide leather 

canopy, could potentially reveal their secret if he found out, but so far that hasn’t happened.   

 

Ah, Picklenose, another twist in the story. 

 

 

After the fairly recent demise of Bogsnob’s first assistant, Bixby, who was actually poisoned by 

Picklenose so he could take his place, the treacherous goblin has been given a large number of 

rather unpleasant tasks by the Boss.  As a fish-tainted bullgoblin himself, Picklenose still thinks 



himself above his brethren in terms of intelligence and etiquette.  And truth be told, the 

bullgoblin does have more class and brains than the others, and is capable of coherent speech in a 

slightly lofty, condescending tone of voice. He likes to wear gaudy red scarves and bully the 

other bullgoblins around, as he is SO clearly superior to them.  

[Picklenose tags: pompous, chatty, snobby, loves gaudy clothing, immature intellectual] 

Treasure:  Potions of Healing x3, Staff of Sparks, Ring of Spell Turning, 300 gold pieces.  

 

OTHER ODDS and ENDS 

As mentioned previously, the Boss’s Head of Patrol is Irontooth, a particularly brutal elite 

goblin, but he does not reside in the complex at the time of this adventure. He is out on a ranging 

mission with six other goblins.  If Irontooth returns and finds the complex infiltrated, razed, 

looted or otherwise compromised, he will bring all the wrath and ire he can bare against the 

nearby hamlet of Wolfdell.   

 

Looking at the map of Doonjunwharl, you can see that there are very many other interesting 

locales to explore in all climates: The Haunted Hills (where ghosts of slain warriors still flit over 

the land); the Sunken Kingdom off the east coast (now inhabited by mermen and sauhaguin); the 

Wood of Wonder in the southwest, where strange and miraculous events can occur, sometimes as 

swiftly as the speed of thought; and Snowspire Castle in the Kingdom of Ice, a place that few 

mortals have ever seen, or returned to tell tales of the Frost Giants who live there with impunity.  



 

 


